
Fission within a Langevin approach: 

Status, News and Perspectives  

  Collective large-scale amplitude motion involving many (all) nucleons of the system 

   Keywords for shape evolution along fission 

   - static effects (potential energy landscape: surface tension, Coulomb repulsion, structural effects, …) 

   - dynamics (inertia, coupling between various degrees of freedom, …) 

     no « universal » description over wide range of mass and energy of the system 
   

    Mass re-arrangement in fission as an ideal tool for 

   probing the interplay between static and dynamical effects 
      for fundamental (viscosity, r-process) and industrial (nuclear power, incineration) issues  
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Available theories 

  Quantum mechanical approaches 
        Thorough analysis of multi-dimensional potential energy surface 

        → fission-fragment properties at scission based on static effects 

        Time-dependent HFB treatment (GCM+GOA) in 2 dimensions 

        → accounting for dynamics 
Quantum mechanical approaches restricted to low-energy fission (no evaporation,  huge computing time) 

  Stochastic approach of the Langevin type  for dissipative processes 
        Classical equation of motion with macroscopic ingredients justified at high E*  

        Coupling to de-excitation by evaporation tractable  

        Extension to lower E* and fusion dynamics successful (with « macro-micro » PES) 

        Study of lighter systems possible (« exotic » d2V/d2η, high L’s, Businaro Gallone point)  

Presentation  in collaboration with  P A V E L   N A D T O C H Y 

   Focus on the 3D/4D Langevin code of Omsk (G. Adeev et al.) :  Specificities and recent results 
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  Seminal stochastic transport theory by Grangé, Weidenmüller et al. based on the    

      Fokker-Planck equation as an explanation of surprising experimental Mn
pre results 

  Langevin approach and equations: The 3D code of the Omsk group 

           Key static and dynamical ingredients used to extract underlying physics 

  Important developments and present status 

           Promising 1D Langevin coupled to evaporation      

           Inclusion of more dimensions up to 3D 

           Extension to low-energy fission 

           The K-mode and today 4D Omsk Langevin model  

  What next ?        Priority developments and further challenges 

  Open questions 

     Important role played  
          by experiment 

Program  
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Evidence of the influence of dissipation on fission dynamics  
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  Experimental fission/ER cross sections described by the statistical model till  1980’s  
 moderate E*, Pf sensitive to poorly known parameters 

  Innovative experimental data on neutron pre-scission multiplicities Mn
pre 

 much larger than predictions by the statistical model ! 

    Attempt to account for dissipation in statistical codes 

NB: Other studies restricted to the descent from saddle to scission by A.J. Nix and J.R. Sierk, G.D. Adeev et al. 

Dissipation influences the fission time scale via: 

- inhibition of fission during early transient time 

- reduction of asymptotic value (Kramers, 1940)  

- magnitude of the influence depends on β 
              time (10-21 sec) 
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    Grangé, Weidenmüller, Bhatt and collaborators (Phys. Rev. C 33 (1986) 954 and therein) 

- One-dimensional FPE 

- Evidence for dissipation effects: large tf  large Mn
pre 



The stochastic Langevin approach  

  Transport theory: Most relevant collective degrees of freedom in interaction with  
heat bath ( Brownian motion, Kramers, 1940) 

         Dissipation of energy (friction) + Fluctuations (diffusion)  Stochastic approach 
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   Multi-dimensional Langevin equation of motion 

 Track time evolution by Monte-Carlo sampling 
of single trajectories     P(qi,pi;t)  as with FPE 

 Solvable exactly in nD  

« Easy » coupling with evaporation 

248Cm, T=3MeV, β=5.1021s-1 

  K.-H.Schmidt , Ch. Schmitt, et al. Y. Abe, S. Ayik, P.G. Reinhard, E. Suraud,  
Phys. Rep. 275 (1996) 49 



Basic ideas and inputs (1) 
3D model of Omsk 

G.D.Adeev, A.V.Karpov,  
P.N.Nadtochy, and D.V.Vanin, 
Phys. Part. Nucl. 36 (2005) 378   
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  Driving potential :   F R E E  energy  

252Fm (L=0) 

h=0 

α=0 

(various options) 

(FRLDM) 
P. N. Nadtochy et al., 
Phys. Rev. C 65 (2002) 064615 

A.V. Ignatyuk et al., 
Yad. Fiz. 21 (1975) 1185 

A.J. Sierk et al., 
Phys. Rev. C 33 (1986) 2039 

  Shape parameterization (q1, q2, q3) based on (c, h, α) Funny Hills collective coordinates 

M.Brack et al., Rev. Mod. Phys. 44 (1972) 320 



  Friction tensor : One-body mechanism within « wall and window » formalism with 
adjustable « ks  » contribution from the wall       J. Blocki, Y. Boneh and J.R. Nix, Ann. Phys. (N.Y.) 113 (1978) 330 

  Inertia tensor : Hydrodynamical Werner Wheeler approximation of irrotational flow  

Basic ideas and inputs (2)     Omsk  
      code   

K.T. Davies,  A.J. Sierk and J.R. Nix, Phys. Rev. C 13 (1976) 2385 

NB: Option of two-body viscosity available in the code 
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β = γ/m 
dissipation rate tensor 

Adjustable parameter of the model 
         SURFACE-PLUS-WINDOW 
          DISSIPATION  ks ~ (0.2-0.3) 

J.R. Nix and A.J. Sierk,  Proceedings JINR,   
Dubna, 1987, p.453 

  Stochastic force tensor : Einstein relation 



  Initial conditions   

- spherical CN (q1=0.375,q2=q3=0) 

- intrinsic degrees of freedom fully equilibrated  

- thermal equilibrium in momentum 

- dσl/dl for fusion from P.Fröbrich and I.I. Gontchar,      

   Phys. Rep. 292 (1998) 131 (≈ surface friction model) 

  Dynamics coupled with pre-scission evaporation within Monte Carlo method 

      - Hauser-Feschbach theory  for Γn,p,α  (statistical code LILITA, J. Gomez del Campo et al., ORNL TM-7295 (1981)) 

      - Conservation laws used at each step 

  Trajectory terminates either at scission or with ER formation 

Modelling of fusion/transfer-fission only (i.e. Bf ≠ 0)  –  Not suited for fast- and quasi-fission 

Basic ideas and inputs (3)     Omsk  
      code   
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  Final conditions : Scission criterion 

Compatible with physics for rupture  condition, such as: 

  instability with respect to variation in neck-thickness  

  instability for Coulomb repulsion ≈ nuclear attraction 

  stochastic nuclear-rupture condition 



Promising 1D Langevin calculations 
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NB: some ingredients of the models considered here slightly differ from those used in the 3D code of Omsk 

P. Fröbrich and I.I. Gontchar - Phys. Rep. 292 (1998) 131 

  Foremost coordinate: Elongation q 

βFröbrich       
     et al. 

 Need of atypical β(q)  
       2.10-21s-1 for small q 

       increasing up to 30.10-21s-1 at large q 

  Increase Mn
pre beyond saddle 

 Do not decrease σfiss prior saddle 

 σfiss, σER and Mn
pre for ACN ~ 200 

K. Pomorski et al. code - Nucl. Phys. A 679 (2000) 25 
       orientation effects in entrance channel 

       microscopic and def-dependent Γn,p,α  

       very large ACN investigated 

 Description with wall and window,                   
and ks ~ 0.5 for heavy nuclei   

 Sensitivity to viscosity !   



From 1D to 2D 
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  Elongation and neck-constriction 

One-body viscosity best suited for Mn
pre and <TKE> 

Predicted σTKE - independent on calculation - much too small  

G.R. Tillak et al. - Phys. Lett. B 278  (1992) 403 and 296  (1992) 296 

T. Wada et al. - Phys. Rev. Lett. 70 (1992) 3538 

Data on Mn
pre and fission-fragment total kinetic energy TKE (2D mandatory) 

215Fr* 
µ0=0.015TP 

µ0=0.060TP 

exp 

E.g. and therein :    I.I. Gontchar et al. - Phys. At. Nucl. 63  (2000) 1688 

            Ch. Schmitt at al. - Ac. Phys. Pol. 34 (2003) 1651 

Detailed survey of critical model ingredients (viscosity, potential, level density, evaporation modelling, etc) 

  Elongation and left-right asymmetry 

  Critical limitations of the 2D approach: nb of dim, shape parameterization, scission criterion    



Low-energy fission within the Langevin approach 
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  Ingredients of a classical Langevin method for low E* 

        2D deformation space (c, α) 

        dynamical equation of motion coupled to evaporation  

        macroscopic inertia and friction tensors 

        PES: liquid-drop + shell (Strutinsky) and pairing (BCS) effects 

  Study of multi-modal fission     16O+209Bi  227Pa (E*=26MeV)  

Ch. Schmitt at al., Ac. Phys. Pol. 34 (2003) 1651, 34 (2003) 2135 

Fission-fragment mass distribution: comparison with experiment for different friction strengths 

w&w + T-dependence 
from H. Hofman et al., 
Phys. Rev. C 64 (2001) 054316 

   Strong sensitivity of the FF mass distribution to viscosity at low E* 

  Extension to 3D and treatment of the collision dynamics within  the two-center-  
      parameterization and shell model   Focus on SHE’s    (Aritomo, Zagrebaev, Karpov et al.)  



Achievement of 3D calculations by Omsk code (1)  

     elongation, necking-in, mass asymmetry  : {q1, q2, q3} ≅ {c, h, α} in present model 
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  Theoretical result: 1D versus 3D fission rates 

  Fission probability increases with n of dimensions  

(PES topography, stiffness of the fission valleys, shape 
dependence of inertia and friction tensors: complex 
interplay between static and dynamical aspects) 

        Asymptotic rate 1D  <  Asymptotic rate 3D 

        Transient time less affected 

248Cf 

E*=30MeV 

E*=150MeV 

  Three collective variables mandatory to allow most probable fissioning shapes 

(Re-) analysis of a large compulation of data within the 3D model 

  Consequences 

 3D calculations with a given β can be mocked up with 1D calculations assuming a smaller β  

 Explanation of the phenomenological dissipation strength extracted by Fröbrich et al. in 1D 



P.N. Nadtochy et al., Phys. At. Nucl. 66 (2003) 1203 

Achievement of 3D calculations by Omsk code (2)  
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  Strength of nuclear viscosity and ks parameter 

Cross sections and Neutron pre-scission multiplicties 

 Satisfactory agreement experiment/theory 
 Reduced friction strength ks ~ 0.5 for σER,fiss and Mn

pre in actinide region 

16O+208Pb224Th* 
36Ar (205MeV) + 169Tm  

ks=0.5 
16O+170Er 

16O+182W 

16O+208Pb 

ks=1.00 

    0.50 

    0.25 

        0.25 

     0.50 

      1.00 

    Mn
tot 

    Mn
post 

    Mn
pre 



Achievement of 3D calculations by Omsk code (3)  
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Fission-fragment mass and TKE distributions 

      Up to actinides :      ks ~ (0.25-0.5) compromise for σER,fiss , Mn
pre and σM

2 

      Heavier systems :    ks required to be small (large) for σM
2 (Mn

pre) 

                     no    UNIQUE   ks   suited   for   all   observables   and   CN   masses 

                 20Ne (142MeV)+ 240Pu  260Rf* 

ks= 0.10  

                   32S (200MeV)+ 100Mo  132Ce* 

           ks~0.5  

P.N. Nadtochy et al., EPJ Web Conf. 2 (2010) 08003 A.V. Karpov et al., Phys. Rev. C 63 (2001) 054610  

 For all systems, ∀ ks, calculated σTKE
2 values are too small (although σTKE

2 (3D) > σTKE
2 (2D))  

                        16O +  208Pb  224Th* 

P.N. Nadtochy et al., Phys. Rev. C 65 (2002) 064615 

ks=0.25 

    0.50 

    1.00 

    1.00 

    0.50 

    ks=0.25 



Achievement of 3D calculations by Omsk code (4)  
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 Correlations between (A, TKE, Mn
pre) - as  

     evidenced in expt - require a 3D space 
 Fine correlations to probe time scales of  
    various stages 

    High-fold correlations  

P.N. Nadtochy et al.,  
Phys. Rev. C 65 (2002) 064615 

NB: 3D calculations on TKE’s also by Wada, Carjan, Yamaji et al. 

   2D calculations 

G.R. Tillak et al.,  Phys. 
Lett. B 296  (1992)  296 

          32S (200MeV) + 100Mo  132Ce* 

P.N. Nadtochy et al., EPJ Web Conf. 2 (2010) 08003 

  ks=0.5 

  Additional various observables 

16O (159MeV) +197Au215Fr* 

ks=0.25 

ks=0.50 
exp ks=0.50 

ks=0.25 
exp 



Achievement of 3D calculations by Omsk code (5)  
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  Importance of (un-)sufficient number of dimensions 

Dimensionality affects theoretical predictions for various observables 

 Potential misinterpretation of data with too low a model dimensionality 

      E.G. Ryabov et al., Phys. Rev. C 78 (2008) 044614 

P.N. Nadtochy et al., Phys. Lett. B 685 (2010) 258 

1D                 3D 

CONCLUSION  ON  3D  CALCULATIONS :   Favoured ks ~ (0.25-0.5), but no « universal » ks value  
     Too narrow theoretical TKE distributions 

Limitations of the 3D approach (as 2D…) : nb of dim, shape parameterization, scission criterion… 

  Survey of other ingredients : critical influence of PES parameterization for light systems  
  K. Mazurek, Ch. Schmitt, J.-P. Wieleczko, P.N. Nadtochy, G. Ademard, Phys. Rev. C 84 (2011) 014610 

16O+208Pb 16O+232Th 

ks=0.25 



Recent development: Extension to 4D and K-mode (1) 
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  Relevant angular momentum - orientation degree of freedom 
            

   determines the fission-fragment angular distributions and spins 

   at day, nearly all models assume K = 0  

   transition-state model commonly used          

   Recent extension of the Omsk code to 4D to including the dynamics of the K-mode 

Further work within Langevin approach for shape coordinate + Metropolis-like method for K
 D.O. Emerenko et al., Phys. At. Nucl. 69 (2006) 1423, R.M. Hiryanov et al., Phys. At. Nucl. 71 (2007) 1361  

Studies by J.P. Lestone et al.  
 Phys. Rev. C 59 (1999) 1540, Phys. Rev. C 79 (2009) 044611 

 -I ≤ K ≤ + I (along bottom of fission valley, K=0 ) 

 K=0 implies passing by part of the possible configurations in 
available phase space (most critical in HI collisions) 

 Influence on fission time and rate ? 

 More dimensions, more fluctuations, larger distributions ? 
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Recent development: Extension to 4D and K-mode (2) 

  Formalism for a dynamical treatment of the K-mode           

       (poor knowledge on coupling with heat bath and transport coefficients) 

     Over-damped motion in the K-direction : 

 J.P. Lestone et al., Phys. Rev. C 79 (2009) 044611 

 T. Dossing and J. Randrup, Nucl. Phys. A 433 (1985) 215 

     Dissipation coefficient of the K-mode: 

 Adopted γK = 0.077 (MeV.10-21s) –1/2   (J.P. Lestone et al., Phys. Rev. C 79 (2009) 044611)  

 Assumed deformation-independent 

    To be studied and adjusted in comparison to experiment (as ks reduction parameter) 

     Initial conditions: P(K) taken uniform between –I and +I 

     Set of equations for shape- and K-coordinates integrated together 
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Recent development: Extension to 4D and K-mode (3) 

  « Static » effects related to the introduction of the K-mode 

 Hazardeous interpretation  

if K mode omitted 

  Pioneering work of J.P. Lestone et al. -  Phys. Rev. C 79 (2009) 044611 
        Mocking up influence of K within the statistical-model approach permits      

        to explain the artificial need of  γ(T) derived in the past at high E* 

Γ  (4D) < Γ (3D)  

Bf increase, stiffness and dynamics   

Complex compensation effects  

 Almost back to Kramers’ rate computed within 1D ! 

  Primary dynamical outcome: Fission rate 

- Increase of Erot (I, K) = f(qi) 

- Modification of the PES: 

      Bf larger 
      Sad and sciss config more elongated 

      Stiffness d2F/dη2 smaller  

16O+208Pb   

Bf, qsad , qsci Stiffness // mass asym 

P.N. Nadtochy et al., in preparation for Phys. Rev. C 
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Recent development: Extension to 4D and K-mode (4) 

  Dynamical observables 

16O+208Pb224Th* 16O+232Th248Cf* 

16O+208Pb224Th* 
 Experimpental Mn

pre, angular anisotropies and σM
2  

    can be described with ks ~ 0.25 and γK = 0.077 (MeV.10-21s) –1/2  

    for all systems investigated up to the heaviest ones 

  CONSISTENT picture within 4D model 

 Persistent underestimation of the TKE variance within 4D model, although σTKE
2 (4D) > σTKE

2 (3D)  

 Applicability of the method demonstrated to be very promising (no fine tuning so far) 

P.N. Nadtochy et al., in preparation for Phys. Rev. C 



  Summary 
   Powerful stochastic Langevin method (coupled to evaporation) for fission dynamics 

   Systematics investigation with the 3D code of Omsk over wide ACN and E* range  

   Fine correlations and dependences between observables obtained in 3D  

   Recent 4D model shows the applicability of the method for the dynamics of the K-mode 

   Langevin approach successfully extended to lower E*, and including the fusion stage 

Conclusions  
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  What have we learned ?  

       Three shape coordinates are mandatory + K-orientation to be treated dynamically  

 (puzzling compensation effects may lead to misinterpretation) 

       Consistent description in 4D with ks ~ 0.25 and γK = 0.077(MeV.10-21s) –1/2 

 (in agreement with conclusion drawn at lower E* ) 

       Reduction of original wall friction corroborated by J.R. Nix and A.J. Sierk’s  work  

           To be related to the theory of chaos (S. Pal et al., Phys. Rev. C 54 (1996) 1333) 

       Tricky description of the measured wide TKE description, independent on the model 



Future developments 
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  Shape parameterization  
         Increase further the number of collective variable :  

 - three  shape coordinates + K-mode  

 - control elongation and neck thickness independently   +1      7 D   

 - fission fragment deformations   +2  

  Deformation-dependent transmission coefficient for light-particle evaporation 

  Inspection of « fine » aspects 

       - β and γK as function of deformation and/or temperature ? 

          - microscopic input ? 

Challenge : predictive power ! 



Open questions  

  How many dimensions are ultimately mandatory ? 

  Scission criteria 

  (Non-)Markovian process for friction 
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Crucial need of systematics comparison to experiment 

 (various systems and observables, high-fold correlations, sensitivity tests) 

 To unravel puzzling interplay 



Thank you for your attention ! 

Castel, Caen, 31/12/2011 



EXTRA  
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βFröbrich       
     et al. 

Friction models 

 One body viscosity  

       wall and window with ks ≡ surface plus window 

       phenomenological friction of Fröbrich and Gontchar 

       chaos-weigthed wall and window 

 Two body viscosity 
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Towards a combined description of the collision dynamics 
and decay of the dinuclear system  
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- Whole process can be   
described within a Langevin 
formalism, including capture, 
quasi-fission, fusion-fission 
and fusion-evaporation 

- Accounting for orientation 

- Microscopic effects in PES 
(main concern on SHE) 

Weak point: bare potential instead of free energy ? Conclusion on friction  

Dinuclear Center Shell Model in 3D : Aritomo, Zagrebaev, Karpov et al. 

Courtesy of Y. Aritomo 

A 

E*=?? 



Warning: 

Ingredients other than viscosity might be crucial, and have an impact on the conclusion 
drawn about the underlying dissipative process, depending on the size of the system 

 Need of clever choice of the system (A,Z,E*,L) to tune as much as possible separately 
the various ingredients of the equation 

K. Mazurek, Ch. Schmitt, J.-P. Wieleczko, P.N. Nadtochy, G. Ademard, Phys. Rev. C 84 (2011) 014610 

Critical insight into the influence of the PES  
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Numerical values  

Conservation laws  

 Time step of the simulation : τ = 10-23 s 

 Time for switching to statistical branch : τstat = 10-18 s 

 Shape coordinates interval and mesh : 

 q1 ∈ [0.5-4.5]         distance between c.m. of fragments from 0.36 up to 3R0  

 q2 ∈ [0.0-1.0]  neck thickness from 0 up to 1.47R0  

 q3 ∈ [0.0-1.0]  asymmetry from (ACN-1) up to ACN/2  

 Δq1 = 0.03 , Δq2 = 0.009995 , Δq3 = 0.0396 



Influence of evaporation       T. Wada et al. - Phys. Rev. Lett. 70 (1992) 3538 

D. Hilscher, Ann. Phys. Fr. 17 (1992) 471 

Entrance channel dynamics  Influence of viscosity on shape evolution 



  Friction tensor : One-body mechanism within « wall and window » formalism with 
adjustable « ks  » contribution from the wall 

  Inertia tensor : Hydrodynamical Werner Wheeler approximation of irrotational flow  

Inertia and Friction 

K.T. Davies,  A.J. Sierk and J.R. Nix, 
Phys. Rev. C 13 (1976) 2385 
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J. Blocki, Y. Boneh and J.R. Nix, 
Ann. Phys. (N.Y.) 113 (1978) 330 

Adjustable parameter of the model 
        SURFACE-PLUS-WINDOW 
          DISSIPATION  ks ~ (0.2-0.3) 

J.R. Nix and A.J. Sierk,  Proceedings JINR,  
Dubna, 1987, p.453 

    Omsk  
      code   

  Free energy and bare potential 



  Initial conditions   

- collective coordinate: spherical CN (q1=0.375,q2=q3=0) 

- intrinsic degrees of freedom fully equilibrated  

- thermal equilibrium momentum distribution 

- dσl/dl CN spin distribution for fusion from P.Fröbrich and I.I. 
Gontchar, Phys. Rep. 292 (1998) 131 (≈ surface friction model) 

  Dynamics coupled with pre-scission evaporation (n, p, α) with Monte Carlo method 

      - Emission widths Γn,p,α  from Hauser-Feschbach theory  (LILITA, J. Gomez del Campo et al., ORNL TM-7295 (1981)) 

      - Conservation laws used to recalculate the properties of the system at each step along the trajectory 

      - Trajectory stopped whenever: i) scission occured (fission event) , ii) E*<min(Bi,Bf) (ER event)  

Details on some ingredients     Omsk  
      code   
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  Final conditions : Scission criterio 
Compatible with physics for rupture condition 
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Initial CN angular momentum distribution 

Moment of inertia (rigid body) 
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Influence of K degree of freedom 
     Lestone et al., Phys. Rev. C 79 (2009) 044611 

Fission-fragment angular distribution within the Transition-State-Model 
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Dynamical treatment of the K-mode 
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Adapted from  

Bjornholm and Lynn,  

Rev. Mod. Phys.  

52  (1980) 725 

Saddle point 

 DIFFUSION FRICTION 
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Hofmann et al. : strong β(T) function 

PRC 51 (1995) 2597 

Tricky compensation effects: q- dependence can be mocked up with 
a T-dependence, and vice versa (Dioszegi et al., PRC 61 (2000) 024613) 


